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Extended Abstract

ASA's proposed Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission, scheduled to launch in 2020, would
provide critical information about Earth's oceans, ocean circulation, fresh water storage, and river discharge.
The mission concept calls for a dual-antenna Ka-band radar interferometer instrument, known as KaRIn, that would
map the height of water globally along two 50 km wide swaths. The KaRIn antennas, which would be separated by
10 meters on either side of the spacecraft, would need to be precisely deployable in order to meet demanding
pointing requirements.
Consequently, an effort was undertaken to design build and prototype a precision deployable Mast for the KaRIn
instrument. Each mast was 4.5-m long with a required dilitation stability of 2.5 microns over 3 minutes. It required
a minimum first mode of 7 Hz. Deployment repeatability was less than +/- 7 arcsec in all three rotation directions.
Overall mass could not exceed 41.5 Kg including any actuators and thermal blanketing. This set of requiremnts
meant the boom had to be three times lighter and two orders of magnitude more precise than the existing state of the
art for deployable booms.
To meet these challenging requirements, a new boom architecture was developed which:
• Use filament wound, near-zero CTE M55J/Cyanate Estor booms.
• Joined those booms using precision hinge bodies.
• Latched the hinge bodies using a novel cable driven claming mechanism (Figure 1)
• Used mating surfaces with Ball-Cone interfaces to establish deployment repeatability.
The end result was a system that was lightweight, thermally stable, with a fundamental mode over the required 7 Hz
frequency.
Over the course of two years, a breadboard hinge, a prototype hinge-body, and a full-scale deployable mast were
constructed and tested. The breadboard hinge, shown in Figure 2 was constructed out of aluminum and used
Keyance Sensors to validate the performance of the latch mechanism and measure the deployment repeatability.
Using these results, the protopye hinge body (Figure 3) was designed and constructed. After testing both at ambient
and its thermal extremes (-100 C to 60 C) the pair of hinge bodies were bonded to construct the mast as shown in
Figure 4. The mast was then tested (Figure 5) in the JPL PETE. The deployed mast meets the 7 arcsec deployment
requirement with repeated deployments over multiple days. The breadboard hinge body, the prototype hinge body,
and the complete mass testing will be detailed in the following sections, including the development of an improved
NAMS test methodology as well as the calibration testing to verify its performance.

Breadboard Testing
A breadboard of the hinge body shown in Figure 1 After assembly, the breadboard hinge body was tested using
the setup seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Breadboard Hinge Body Ready for Testing.
In addition to basic kinematic testing to determine feasibility of the design,
two tests were performed. First cable loading was measured during deployment
by placing a load cell under the cable terminator. In addition potentiometer was
used to determine hinge body rotation angle. The second tests was deployment
repeatability. Three Keyence sensors were placed on the hinge bodies and the
distance to a target on the rotational halve was used to establish the repeatability
between deployments. Finally, a set of strain gauges was used to determine the
preload. These were calibrated using an Instron test rig prior to installation of
the spiders in the hinge body assembly.
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Figure 3 The stowed breadboard hinge body assembly during testing.
Testing results are shown in Figures 9-10.

Figure 4. Cable load vs. cable take up. Multiple tests show excellent repeatability.
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Figure 5. Preload vs. Cable Take up. Again the multiple tests show good repeatability.
The displacement sensors also showed excellent repeatability as seen in Figure 6- between 1.2 and 2.1 microns.

Figure 6 Deployment repeatability of the Breadboard hinge body.
The breadboard testing proved out the design architecture, and informed the prototype mast design.
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Prototype Hinge Body Testing
Having demonstrated precise repeatability and mechanism functionality, a more flight-like design was next
performed. The hinge bodies are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The assembled hinge bodies ready for testing.
Both hinge bodies were tested for functionality and deployment repeatability. A cartoon of the test setup is
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Cartoon of the test set up for prototype hinge body deployment repeatability testing.
For the test, a set of Targets are placed in four locations around each hinge body. By measuiring the shift of the
image, the relative position of the two hinge bodies can be determined to sub micron accuracy using a process called
NAMS developed by the University of Colorado at Boulder. A photo of the hinge body undergoing testing is shown
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Prototype Hinge Body testing. 6 of the 8 NAMS targets are visible.
Results for the 90 degree hinge are shown in Figures 10-12.

Figure 10 Repeatablity for the 90 degree hinge body. Note the use of Molibdimum Disulphide to reduce
friction improves the resutls in agreement with simulation.
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Figure 11 Repeatablity for the hinge bodies easily meets teh +/- 2.5 micron requirement.

Figure 12. Similarly good test results were obtained for the 180 degree hinge body.
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Prototype Mast Testing
With the hinge body testing completed, the mast was bonded as shown in Figures 13-14. Scissor Jacks were
used to align the mast using a laser tracker and jig flat to 0.003”. The mast was then tack bonded in this position.
Once the tack bonds cured, the mast was unlatched to allow better access for complete bonding.
After the mast was fully assembled, it was mounted in a gravity offload fixture and the deployment cable
threaded through both hinge body assemblies. Using a small spooler mounted at the root the boom was reliable
deployed (several dozen times during May-June 2014) (Figure 15). Deployment takes only about 10 minutes at a
rate faster than one would do on orbit. This rate is controlled by spooler speed.

Figure 13 Bonding fixture for the Mast assembly.

Figure 14 Bonding of the Mast. The boom is dry fitted and aligned for tack bonding (left) and then
unlatched for final bonding (right).

Figure 15. Views of the Hinge Deployment Testing. Deployment is peformed using a spooler located at the
root hinge. (The white ropes are safety lines)
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Once mast functionality was established, the entire assembly was moved into the JPL Precision Environment Test
Enclosure (PETE) for deployment repeatability testing. The JPL PETE provides a stable environment with its 10m x
5m x 3m volume. Within this volume, thermal stability is 0.01 deg C/hr, humidity is stable to +/- 1%, vibration is
<75 micro-g’s rms, and acoustic disturbance is < 35 dBA. However within the PETE full mast deployment was not
possible. Instead the boom was only stowed with a 5-degree opening for each hinge assembly. This is prior to
trigger engagement so the mechanism undergoes the most significant portion of its functionality. A photo of the test
setup is in Figure 16. Note that the red hue is due to the intense lighting needed for photography of the NAMS
targets used in the test.

Figure 16 Mast deployment repeatability setup in the JPL PETE.
To measure the boom two types of measurements were made: An optical imaging path used to measure twist of the
mast tip using NAMS targets and a laser path used to measure tip/tilt of the mast tip. Both measurements were
calibrated using test setups and known motions. The components were mounted on a breadboard attached to the
mast root as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 Mast Testing instrumentation.
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The NAMS setup used a virtual fixed target next to the moving target as shown in Figure 18. By folding the fixed
target beam (Blue Path) the reference is held stable to the root. During later data analysis issues were seen with this
test setup that should be corrected by better bonding of the mirrors and targets. Jitter of one mirror corrupted the
data leading to a greater than expected deployment precision in twist.

Figure 18. Mast performance testing optical paths.

Figure 19. Mast performance testing laser path.
In contrast, the laser path, shown in Figure 20 was reliable and generated good data. This was correlated with an
autocollimator used in later tests.
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Data from the deployment tests are shown in Figures 21-22. The tip and tilt are well within the SWOT
requirements. The laser measurements agree well with the autocollimator results. The twist results however are
outside the requirement. This was puzzling since hinge body testing showed a similar magnitude in twist alignment
as tip/tilt. Subsequent review of the test data shows jitter in the measurements corrupting the data. Essentially the
measurement noise is higher than the required accuracy. This jitter was not seen in the one channel nor in the
calibration setup.

Figure 21 Deployment repeatability of the Mast in Tip/Tilt. Results are well within the tight +/- 7.5 arcsec
requirements.
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Figure 22. Deployment repeatability of the Mast in Twist. Results were outside the SWOT requirements
however further analysis of the data showed a flawed test setup introducing jitter into the measurement.

Conclusion
Despite the issues with the twist measurement, the test campaign generated useful results. The design of a large,
lightweight, deployable mast structures for metering the Ka-band interferometric SAR reflectarray antennae was
validated and mast deployment demonstrated. Both the mast and the deployment scheme are the baseline for the
proposed SWOT mission. In doing so, prototypes of both the 90-deg. and 180-deg. hinge mechanisms were built
and tested. These hinges demonstrated the accuracy and =/- 2.5 arcsec deployment repeatability needed for mission
performance. The full-scale 5-m deployable mast prototype was built with flight-like materials and pedigree. Mast
deployment repeatability was verified to 1.8 arcsec rms in tip/tilt and 7 arcsec in twist—meeting the 7 arcsec
requirement for each axis.
Conducting the test campaign required precision testing – pushing the boundaries of available instrumentation.
In the end, the performance of the JPL PETE in removing enviornental disturbances and the implementation of the
NAMS methodology on a split bench were critical to success. Overall, a precisioning deployable boom architecture
was developed which met the proposed SWOT missions goals and is being adopted by the project. In addition, it is
being scaled to 9-m in length and was recently selected as the baseline for the proposed NISAR mission.
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